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ABSTRACT

Objective: Treatment gradients by socioeconomic status have been observed within cancer care in several countries. The objective of this study was to explore whether patients’ educational level and social network influence oncologists’ clinical decision-making.

Design: Semi-structured interviews on factors considered when deciding on treatment for cancer patients. Interviews were transcribed and analysed using inductive qualitative content analysis.

Setting: Oncologists in Swedish university- and non-university hospitals were interviewed in their respective places of work.

Participants: Twenty Swedish clinical oncologists selected through maximum-variation sampling.

Primary and secondary outcome measures: Elements which influence oncologists’ decision-making process were explored with focus on educational level and patients’ social support systems.

Results: Oncologists consciously used less combination chemotherapy for patients living alone, fearing treatment toxicity. Highly educated patients were considered as well-read, demanding and sometimes difficult to reason with. Patients with higher education, those very keen to have treatment and persuasive relatives were considered as challenges for the oncologist. Having large groups of relatives in a room made doctors feel outnumbered. A desire to please patients and relatives was posed as the main reason for giving in to patients’ demands, even when this resulted in treatment with limited efficacy.

Conclusions: Oncologists tailor treatment for patients living alone to avoid harmful side-effects. Many find patients’ demands difficult to handle and this may result in strong socioeconomic groups being over-treated.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, treatment advances in the field of colorectal cancer have resulted in longer survival, irrespective of stage of the disease. With optimal surgical and oncological treatment, 5-year survival, all...
stages combined, now lies around 60% for both colon and rectal cancer. Concurrently, a large number of studies have shown that patients of low socioeconomic status (SES) have poorer cancer survival than those of higher SES. While cancer treatment continues to evolve, concerns are raised that improvements mainly seem to benefit patients of higher SES and with strong social networks. Patients with high educational level and/or solid social support have a more favourable outcome than patients of low educational level and those who live alone. While comorbidity and lifestyle may account for some of the difference, contributing factors may be inequality in diagnostic activity and treatment between patients of low and high SES.

In Sweden, the healthcare system is tax-financed and available to all citizens at nominal cost, regardless of the patient’s background or social standing. In addition, national and regional guidelines are regularly issued in order to ensure that patient treatment is fair and equal between different geographical regions. Recent publications indicating unequal treatment due to SES have therefore received much media attention and have created public debate. If there is a possibility that patients’ educational level and/or social support influences cancer treatment decisions, the reasons for this must be explored. To our knowledge, it has not been previously studied whether indicators of SES and social support affect clinical decision-making, and, if so, why.

The aim was to explore the influence of patients’ educational level and social network on clinical decision-making through interviewing clinical oncologists.

METHODS

Swedish oncologists working with gastrointestinal cancer were identified in the register of the national society for gastro-intestinal oncology. In total, 20 informants were selected through maximum-variation sampling with regard to sex, place of work (university or rural hospital) and years of experience as specialists of oncology (Table 1). All study participants were contacted by e-mail before they agreed to be interviewed. Approximately half of the participants were completely unknown to the researcher while the other half had met her previously on one or more occasions. No-one refused participation.

One answered too late to be considered for the study but had wanted to be interviewed and one did not reply.

The interviews were conducted by the first author in the informants’ places of work, taped and later transcribed in verbatim mode. The first author is an oncologist and as some topics were sensitive it was deemed best that the informants were interviewed by a colleague in the same field. Interviews took between 25 and 45 mins and transcribed ranged from 1858 to 4739 words. Questions were open ended and the interviewer did not follow a fixed list of questions, but aimed to let the informants talk freely on given topics. The main subjects were factors/motives that may influence clinical decision-making other than pure disease-related parameters, such as the role of relatives, the patients’ social network and educational level.

The interviews were analysed using inductive qualitative content analysis. The analyses were done by the first and last authors using the following steps: (A) The transcribed interviews were read through to obtain an overall impression (naive reading). (B) The material was re-read carefully to identify significant text segments (meaning units). (C) The meaning units were condensed and abstracted to codes. (D) The codes were then compared and sorted into categories and themes. (E) The categories and themes were compared to the entire interview, to make sure that the interpretation was consistent and coherent with the text as a whole, and that the meaning had not been transformed in the process of the analysis. (F) The categories and themes were compared to avoid overlapping, and content descriptions were developed. (G) Quotations were used to exemplify findings. Main and subcategories are shown in Table 2.

The regional ethical committee was consulted and ethical approval for this type of study was not deemed necessary.

RESULTS

Patients who live alone or who have little social support

Almost all oncologists thought that lack of a partner or family was a factor to be taken into consideration when deciding on cancer treatment. Coming unaccompanied to doctors’ consultations resulted in a sense of insecurity for the oncologist, who was not sure as to whether the
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patient communicated all the necessary information or whether important instructions concerning cancer treatment were understood by the patient.

Oncologists’ perceptions of the patient living alone
Single patients were seen as less communicative, less keen to have cancer treatment and also at higher risk of substance abuse. When asked about patients who live alone, there were concerns that they could be judged as having poorer performance status (PS) simply due to the lack of a partner. Patients living alone were also considered by some as having lower quality of life (QoL) and less to live for than patients with a partner, and were thus expected to demand less potent cancer treatment.

And there is probably a tendency to believe that the person lying there alone has lower quality of life and less to live for. It’s not necessarily so but I think that even if it’s hard to admit to yourself it could be that way [the doctor thinks]. (Female oncologist in university hospital (no. 13))

Oncologists’ fear of complications
Patients lacking a partner and/or a social network made oncologists worry about treatment safety. They consciously chose less toxic treatments for patients without family support. In addition, some oncologists opted for intravenous 5-fluorouracil instead of oral capecitabine for patients with a weak social network.

Yes, I think it makes you more cautious with regards to side-effects and how they are handled. You’re afraid that the patient will be so sick and weak that they can’t care for themselves and then you choose something that you know is not so tough (Female oncologist in rural hospital (no. 8))

The presence of relatives made oncologists feel secure and able to prescribe treatment where severe toxicity was a possibility. Referring patients living alone to a palliative outpatient unit or to a district nurse was mentioned as a way of compensating for the missing network. It was also suggested that extra time should be dedicated to explaining cancer treatment to patients who live alone, as a means of compensating for their perceived communication difficulties.

The role of relatives
Influence on treatment decisions
When asked about the possible influence of accompanying relatives on treatment decisions, there was an agreement that such influence exists. The oncologists were divided on the degree of influence, some saying that it is small and others saying that pressure from relatives is increasing and is sometimes impossible to withstand. Relatives were seen as able to exert influence in two directions: on the patient and on the physician. Patients could be either persuaded by their families to pursue treatment or to discontinue it, and doctors said that at times this pressure on patients was quite strong. An explanation posed was families’ anxiety in connection with the cancer diagnosis and their hope that cancer treatment would prolong the life of a loved one. Still, oncologists said they sometimes felt the need to defend their patients when relatives demanded chemotherapy which patients did not feel they could endure.

Providing information and support
Relatives were seen as an important source of information and oncologists encouraged patients to bring their families for doctor’s visits. Doctors strived for good relationships with relatives and said that satisfied patients and relatives were very important to them. They expressed gratitude for the support offered by family members during all phases of cancer treatment and recognised that some treatment was only possible with the support of a spouse.

Questioning and making demands
In recent years, oncologists felt that there has been a shift in power, and family members are now much more active during cancer treatment. They were described as up-to-date, having scanned the internet and medical literature and often posing specific requests with regard to treatments. While some doctors felt that this was stimulating and led to good discussions during consultations, others said that they felt their professional knowledge was being questioned.

Dr: “...well there are some relatives who are pushy and well-read and maybe have a lot from the internet, that make you feel a little uncomfortable. That they’re almost threatening, not threatening but...”

Interviewer: ...pressuring...?

Dr: Pressuring! (Female oncologist in rural hospital (no. 12))
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Having a large number of relatives in the room lent an air of imbalance and doctors admitted feelings of inadequacy and of being outnumbered.

So it’s a difficult situation when there are many sitting there. It’s easier when there is only one couple (Female oncologist in university hospital (no. 2))

Especially demanding situations were when relatives were highly educated, but not in the medical field, as searching for data can increase anxiety when one cannot fully interpret the information. Another group with emotionally strong influence were parents of young patients, who were described as fighting for their (adult) children’s lives, and doing everything in their power to shorten waiting times and hasten cancer treatment.

Educational level of the patients

Influence on treatment decisions

Evidence of differences in treatment by educational level was uncomfortable and oncologists expressed distress over this injustice. Not all oncologists agreed that they take the patients’ educational level into account when deciding on treatment, but most agreed that treatment gradients between patients of low and high educational level do exist. Those who said they were unaffected by the patients’ educational level still thought it was possible that other oncologists took it into consideration.

But it’s pretty awful to know from these studies that there are differences. I really think so. It doesn’t feel good. But I think too...I think that I too tend to give treatment. To that group of patients. (Female oncologist in a university hospital (no. 14))

Oncologists’ perceptions of highly educated

Patients with higher education were described as well-read, having studied the relevant literature before their first visit. Often these patients came with article reprints, information on clinical trials and had many questions—some of which could be quite difficult to answer. The doctors were divided on whether communication was easier with highly educated patients—some thought it was stimulating to speak to patients ‘on the same level’ while others thought conversation was more difficult when questions were many and demands were high.

It makes ME feel a little bit safer...a highly educated patient is more often well-read, has been online, is motivated and understands...can ask questions and has less anxiety...I tend to treat patients who are motivated (Male oncologist in university hospital (no. 1))

The theoretical discussions these patients expected were considered as an obstacle to more emotional patient–doctor contact and communication. Oncologists said that highly educated patients often had strong social networks that was an advantage in the treatment setting but which also multiplied the number of people making demands on the doctor. One physician said that highly educated patients expect attention, and more than one described very specific requests posed with regard to therapy. While some doctors refused to give into these demands, others said that there is neither enough time nor energy to argue and it is easier to give the patients what they want.

Oncologists’ perceptions of less educated

Patients of low educational level were described as unobtrusive and compliant, not posing as many questions as patients with higher education.

...patients who basically proclaim that I have this disease and I’ll do as the doctor says. And they’re satisfied. (Male oncologist in a university hospital (no. 6))

There was a fear that they did not ask enough and that the doctors had not managed to communicate important information about treatment. When asked to speculate on why patients with lower educational level were given less oncological treatment than highly educated, poor compliance, more prevalent substance abuse, communication difficulties, immigrant status and poorer social networks were offered as possible explanations. Interestingly, another suggestion was that doctors are subconsciously prejudiced and believe the above, which make them less inclined to treat patients with lower education level.

Patients who are very eager to receive treatment

Influence on treatment decisions

In Sweden there is a term for patients especially eager to have medical treatment; ‘behandlingsbenägen’, which roughly translates as ‘inclined to treatment’. It is mostly used in cancer settings for patients or relatives who have a very strong wish to extend treatment, even past that which is evidence based. When asked about the influence of such requests on their treatment decisions, oncologists said that it was difficult not to take them into consideration. Patients with this inclination were described as motivated, prepared to accept treatment toxicity and often of higher educational level. Oncologists felt that the phenomenon of patients demanding or strongly arguing for treatment had become more common in later years. Younger, more inexperienced doctors may have a harder time resisting patients’ demands than older colleagues, but even very experienced oncologists admitted that this was difficult for them.

Anxiety and fear of progressive disease were considered to be underlying difficulties for these patients, and oncologists admitted that sometimes chemotherapy was used to treat this anxiety, even when the cancer had become resistant to treatment. Some oncologists saw nothing wrong with this practice and defended it by saying that it is wrong to withdraw hope by ending treatment. Reasoning with patients ‘inclined to treatment’ was difficult and getting
messages across to individuals who verged on panic was not an easy task. The great majority of doctors said that such patients need much more time than what is available, and communication difficulties often result in dissatisfied patients or relatives.

Acceptance of adverse effects
One positive aspect of caring for patients ‘inclined to treatment’ was their willingness to accept the adverse sides of cancer therapy. Oncologists felt safe prescribing treatment as patients were well informed of possible side-effects and ready to tolerate them. There was agreement that these patients are overtreated and that objectively this practice does not prolong survival but rather results in more side-effects and poorer QoL. There was also a concern that patients exposed to repeated treatments do not have sufficient time for psychological adaptation to, and acceptance of, their progressive diseases.

Importance of satisfying patients and relatives
Patient satisfaction was of the utmost importance to the informants. Oncologists feared that saying no to a treatment the patient or relatives requested would result in an angry patient who rejected the doctor. Many doctors told of such situations, or where the patient had gone for second opinion and been recommended a different line of action than what the interviewed oncologist had proposed. This was described as difficult to handle, leading to feelings of inadequacy and posing a strain on the doctor–patient relationship. Because of this, doctors called for collegiality when offering second opinion and for physicians supporting one another in situations where patients are dissatisfied.

Sometimes you feel, when you have patients who are high consumers of healthcare, you feel that you have failed at being that patient’s safety and stability. And instead the substitute for that are a lot of blood tests and x-rays that you order. But—as doctors, we want to comply. We want to see happy patients (Male oncologist in a university hospital (no. 18))

DISCUSSION
The interviewed gastro-intestinal oncologists were aware of the patients’ educational levels and of their family structure, and said that these factors were often included alongside with disease characteristics when deciding on which treatment to recommend their patients. Some argued it was a subconscious observation and that adaptation of treatment was in the patients’ best interest. This is consistent with previous findings, showing that patients’ SES, life circumstances and social network influence physicians’ decisions. In an American setting, Bernheim showed that clinical decision-making was influenced by patients’ SES but physicians believed this was best for their patients.

Recently, attention has been paid to cancer patients who live alone, who tend to present with more advanced disease. Having a partner or having solid social support can reduce cancer mortality by between 12% and 25%. The exact mechanism behind the beneficial effect is not known. In a Scandinavian cohort study, data show that patients who live alone receive less combination chemotherapy for metastatic colorectal cancer than those who live with someone. An American group has reported striking differences in survival for unpartnered men compared to married men with head-neck cancer, who were treated within clinical protocols. In that study, low income-patients and those who lived alone had significantly poorer survival after correction for PS and tumour characteristics. This would imply that social network is important even when there is no inequality in treatment, possibly mediated through support during cancer therapy.

In studies on social support, marital status, having children and friends along with congregation membership have been used as measures of social support. However, in a previous register study on Scandinavian cancer patients, we found that several patients registered as married did not live with their spouse. Although having children can indicate strong support for some patients, others do not retain close relations with their adult offspring. The oncologists in this study have thus been allowed to judge patients’ social network through their own contact with patients and relatives.

A main finding in this interview study was that doctors were concerned about patients’ ability to handle treatment side-effects. Patients who were single or who had poor social networks were consciously given less toxic (and thus less potent) treatment because of fear of potentially harmful or fatal toxicity. This is an attempt by the oncologists to individually tailor cancer treatment to the patients’ life circumstances and cannot be considered an expression of discrimination. It is, however, possible that prejudiced views on people who live alone may influence clinical decisions negatively. One oncologist said that patients who do not come to the consultation with a partner automatically seem to have poorer PS. Doctors’ perceptions of patients are known to be subconsciously influenced by patients’ SES and being alone may be perceived as being unable to cope with cancer treatment.

Undoubtedly, relatives play an important role in the care of cancer patients and their presence may even prolong survival. The interviewed oncologists encouraged patients’ relatives to be actively involved but were aware of the changing climate where patients’ and families’ demands on doctors steadily increase. This lead to conflicting feelings for doctors who felt their authority was challenged, their time insufficient and the information needs of relatives often unmet. A basic driving force which united oncologists was a desire to please patients and relatives. Requests for second opinion indicate that patient satisfaction is increasingly difficult for doctors to
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achieve. This phenomenon has been described in an American context and the implications for oncologists facing these challenges are further explored there.22 23 24

Doctors are known to adapt their communication styles and clinical behaviour to patients’ educational level.23 24 Sminoff et al.25 showed that doctors spend more time on communication with patients of higher education, while Shin et al.26 finds in a Korean study that patients with university education are dissatisfied with consultation times, which they feel are too short. A clinical dilemma oncologists face is that most research shows that patients with lower SES need more time and more resources.27 28 Patients with lower education and income have been repeatedly shown to need intensified support to understand medical information—indeed the term ‘health literacy’ has come in use to describe this group.29 30 31 The Swedish oncologists say they are instead devoting much of their time to highly educated patients’ questions and demands. Succumbing to pressure from patients may be one explanation as to why clinical management differs between patients of low and high SES. There is evidence to support different practices by SES with regard to screening, clinical investigations, treatment and follow-up,3 32 33 and a possible explanation is simply that doctors try to meet highly educated patients’ requests. This could result in overtreatment of the highly educated, while patients with lower education would receive standard or possibly substandard treatment modified from clinical guidelines.

Many of the Swedish oncologists stated they relied on regional or national guidelines and multidisciplinary team (MDT) conferences when designing treatment for patients. However, the ultimate decision on treatment is made after the MDT. In both Europe and the USA, studies have shown that oncologists tend to vary in their adherence to clinical guidelines.32 33 It is, however, important to recognise that treatment guidelines are blunt and need to be adapted to the individual patient’s situation. Sometimes it may not be feasible to administer treatment according to guidelines because of the patient’s life circumstances, age or lack of social or financial support.14

In conclusion, educational level and family support affect patient–doctor interactions and, in some instances, cancer treatment. It is likely that on a larger scale this contributes to differences in treatment between patients of different educational level and with different social situations. Awareness of special needs of low SES groups alongside with conscious efforts to provide equal treatment regardless of SES and family support seems essential if gradients are to be reduced. Meeting the expectations of highly educated patients is proving to be a challenge for oncologists and is a future area of research and discussion.
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